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 Poland lost a major part of its historical monuments and material cultural capital in 

WWII. Massive losses affected also Poland’s archives. For example, out of Warsaw’s five  

state archives, three lost nearly 100% of their deposits, one was reduced by ca. 90% and 

another one by 75%1. The war has also left its mark on financial institutions. Most of the 

ones existing prior to 1939 failed to survive the turmoil of war. Ones that did manage to pull 

through, were liquidated by the communist state. Several banks were allowed to continue 

their operations, however as state-owned nationalized entities. It is safe to say that banking 

industry in communist post-war Poland was limited to several state-owned and cooperative 

banks. 

 Archives existing in the communist block countries underwent nationalisation after 

the end of WWII. In Poland only church and monastic archives escaped this process, while 

holdings taken over by the state included collections of great aristocratic families whose 

representatives had held public offices prior to 1795 as well as during the partitions. The 

state also seized the documents in nationalized industrial plants2 and other institutions. This 

caused far-reaching consequences to the archives of liquidated institutions. It is safe to say 

that after the 1945 nationalisation of nearly all spheres of social life, archives of almost all 

institutions were turned into current records storing documents for a set period of time and 

obliged to pass them for permanent storage to state archives3. All private banks with history 

before 1939 were thus deprived of their historical records. The question is whether this was 

a positive or a negative development. Under the act on „National archival collection and 

archives”, archives of all banks, as state-owned entities, remained under the control of 

relevant state archives. At least in theory, the banks had to ensure appropriate conditions 

                                                           
1 These included: Enlightenment Archives, Treasury Archives, Central Archives of Modern Records, Archives 
of Historical Records and Central Archives of Historical Records, A. Tomczak, Zarys dziejów archiwów 
polskich, Toruń 1982, p. 218; H. Robótka, B. Ryszewski, A. Tomczak, Archiwistyka, Warszawa 1989, p. 378. 
2 D. Nałęcz, A. Biernat, „Prywatyzacja sektora publicznego w Polsce w perspektywie archiwalnej”, Historia lux 
veritatis. Księga pamiątkowa dedykowana profesorowi Zdzisławowi Chmielewskiemu z okazji 60 rocznicy 
urodzin, Szczecin 2002 p. 46. 
3 A. Tomczak, Op. cit, p. 360. 



for keeping documents. The share of archival materials was relatively high due to the 

obligatory approval of the lists of files by state archives. On the other hand, removal of 

historical documents caused the sense of discontinuity, which might be partially the source 

of the present largely ambivalent approach to the records that should be stored 

permanently. 

1989 brought the long-awaited political and economic change. A number commercial 

banks emerged from the National Bank of Poland, some of which continue to operate to this 

day. Some state-owned banks, including Bank Handlowy w Warszawie, were reprivatized 

(1997). The reprivatisation process radically changed the backdrop for the production and 

storage of historical documents. In the process of privatisation of an economic entity, all 

archival materials produced prior to the privatisation must be transferred to state archives. 

Completing the obligatory transfer practically exhausts contacts between the archive and 

the document provider4. Archives of banks supervised so far by the state archives are no 

longer under their control. Although under Article 4 of the archives act, the documentation 

is supervised by the Ministry of Culture, the regulation is empty law since the Ministry has 

no policy enforcement tools at its disposal. Under Article 42, these institutions can also 

produce archival materials that belong in a registered non-state archival collection. This is 

however yet another empty law since registration is not obligatory and is initiated by the 

document owner and approved by the director of a relevant state archive. It is evident that 

there are very few cases when this happens. Instead, institutions follow their own 

documentation protocols without any third-party supervision5. Banks single-handedly decide 

on what items are included in their lists of files, often substantially limiting the number of 

documents to be stored permanently. This is particularly frequent in young banks without 

long traditions, though not only there. Banks with longer history often experience lack of 

continuity caused by the obligation to transfer materials to state archives described earlier, 

or capital transformations. Often the key factor is economy. After all, proper protection and 

preservation of documents produces costs. 

                                                           
4 D. Nałęcz, A. Biernat, Op. cit, p. 48. 
5 E. Borodij, „Współczesne przepisy kancelaryjno-archiwalne, ich zalety i wady”, Archiwa i archiwiści w dobie 
społeczeństwa informacyjnego. Pamiętnik IV Powszechnego zjazdu archiwistów polskich vol. I, Szczecin, 12-13 
września 2002, Toruń 2002, pp. 120-121; H. Robótka, Kilka refleksji na temat polskiego prawa archiwalnego, 
[in:] Prawo archiwalne. Stan aktualny i perspektywy zmian. Materiały z międzynarodowej konferencji Toruń 20-
21 kwietnia 2007 r., edited by H. Robótka, Toruń 2007, p. 36. 
 



Lack of understanding among the staff is yet another problem. Even in banks with 

long traditions, employees often fail to realize that documents are witnesses of history and 

an element of heritage. Offices usually leave archiving documents to „the new girl” who 

usually does not have sufficient knowledge of the regulations and archiving practice, which 

leads to errors in handling the transfer of documents. Another frequent approach is „Let 

them worry in 20-30 years. We will have been gone by then anyway.” Mishandling of 

document transfer is commonplace. Materials are often delivered in binders, stapled or 

untidy. It is only up to the commercial archive’s staff whether such documents are accepted 

or not. This applies not only to institutions without the state archive supervision. in 2001 the 

archival overhang (materials that should but have not been transferred to state archives) 

amounted to over 61 km of files. The main cause of the files to be rejected was the 

submitting institution’s failure to deliver them in the state as required by the regulations6. I 

do not expect the situation to have improved substantially since, although some documents 

have successfully completed the procedure, there certainly is a new batch of documents 

whose 25-year local storage term has expired. 

 In many banks archives are mistreated. Often a person employed to work with them 

lacks relevant qualifications and knowledge. In 2001 only under 50% of the staff in 

commercial archives under state supervision had relevant education or had completed an 

archiving course7. Over ten years later this ratio can be yet lower for archives without state 

control.  Outsourcing the management of archives to third-party storage facility is a very 

frequent solution. This strategy often helps to reduce costs and allow for efficient 

management of current records and temporary holdings. However, third-party service 

providers usually lack solutions for historical documents as well as knowledge and sensitivity 

to factors causing damage to archives, such as paper acidification or climatic conditions. 

Plastic sleeves convenient for temporary storage of documents cause damage to print. Lack 

of knowledge is directly linked to the issue that has already been mentioned, insufficiently 

trained personnel.  Employees are simply unaware of what damage can be caused by the 

wrong storage conditions. The dominant approach is that of temporariness „Nobody is going 

to need this in ten years”, while long life of archival materials depends on the storage 

conditions throughout the storage period as well as the durability of materials the data is 
                                                           
6 T. Kantor, „Bieżące problemy nadzoru nad narastającym państwowym zasobem archiwalnym”, Archiwa i 
archiwiści..., Toruń 2002, p. 111. 
7 Ibidem, p. 113. 



stored on.8  Clearly, there is lack of awareness not only in creating proper storage conditions 

but also in using the right carrier materials at least for the most vital records. Unfortunately, 

I do not have any information about the storage conditions for keeping archival materials in 

most banks. 

Protecting archival materials consists largely of their proper storage and this 

responsibility rests on the archives as well as on all institutions that produce records.9 It 

remains an open question whether state institutions are capable of building a sufficient 

source base for the needs of the general public and researchers, of keeping the records of 

everything that is important for the state’s cultural heritage, for understanding the past.10 

Polish banks will probably contribute to the archives. Will that contribution be enough for 

future researchers of the economic history of the turn of the 21st century? The truth is, 

banks’ archival materials lack selection (let alone proper scholarly approach). 

These questions lead one to reflect on the future shape of archiving regulations in 

Poland. The current law was passed in 1983 and, in spite of numerous amendments, it is 

hugely ineffective. It is not known whether the private sector will be included in any formal, 

even if partial, control of produced documents for permanent storage. In other words, 

should the new law pertain to the total archival holdings or only state archives, as the 

current one?11 After all, private archival holdings are just as much a part of the national body 

of archives as the state ones.12  

Another issue that requires a comprehensive regulation is digital documentation. 

Currently many materials are produced in digital format. Here, the first task of law-makers 

and state archive supervisors is to ensure sufficient regulations in this area. This in itself is a 

challenge in the world of constantly developing technologies. Responsibilities of archivists in 

this area were indicated at the 14th International Council of Archives Congress in Seville in 

2001: 1) Monitoring of the production process for digital documents, 2) Valuation and 

selection of collected records, 3) Storage and publication of digital documents. Technological 

change and frequent arrivals of new carriers renders the last item particularly important.13 

                                                           
8 S. Kłys, „Ewidencja i zabezpieczenie materiałów archiwalnych”, Archeion, Vol. 95, 1995, p. 73. 
9 S. Pańków, Archiwa, Warszawa 1969, p. 69. 
10 D. Nałęcz, A. Biernat, Op. cit p. 49. 
11 H. Robótka, Op. cit, p. 32. 
12 Ibid., p. 35. 
13 E. Rosowska, „Z problematyki rozwoju archiwistyki współczesnej w świetle obrad kongresu w Sewilli”, 
Archeion, Vol. 103, 2001, pp. 10-11. 



Organizations in the private sector, not only banks, are not prepared to preserve and store 

materials on digital carriers for a longer period of time (let alone perpetually).  

On the other hand, there are also worthwhile initiatives towards the protection of 

archival materials and preservation of the „economic history heritage” One interesting 

example is National Bank of Poland’s „Centrum Pieniądza” (Money Centre) It is intended as a 

combination of a modern-style interactive multimedia museum and an educational facility. 

The Centre will also present the most interesting documents from the history of NBP’s 

predecessor Bank of Poland (Bank Polski). 

The Kronenberg Foundation has been building a digital archive for Bank Handlowy w 

Warszawie, the oldest continuously operating commercial bank in Poland. Although the 

bank’s archives suffered major damages in the 1944 Warsaw Rising, the collection continues 

to hold numerous interesting items. In the first stage of the process, currently under way, 25 

thousand pages of documents are to be scanned, mostly from the years before WWII. We 

are planning to launch a web portal for educational, promotional and research use. Images 

of all documents will be made available online to researchers and the database will be 

gradually expanded by more digitalised documents.  Although Bank Handlowy currently 

stores mainly documents from years after reprivatisation in 1997, it owns a modern archive 

facility equipped with an argonite fire protection system and water detection tapes. Recently 

it has also set about sorting out all collected archival materials. 

Historical records from liquidated Polish banks are stored and protected in state 

archives. The same applies to the documents produced prior to the privatisation of older 

Polish banks. However, with key priority assigned to the documentation of pubic state 

activities, state archives lack funds for potential conservation of the bank archives. A few 

state-owned banks such as the National Bank of Poland or Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego 

(BGK) remain under the supervision of the state archives office. There is however lack of a 

coherent vision and legal regulations for the preservation of documents, doubtless of major 

importance to future researchers of the economic history of the turn of the 21st  century, 

documents that should be stored permanently. A new act is being drafted currently, to 

replace the current act on national archival collection and archives. As shown in the articles 

and discussions in the industry periodicals, Polish archivists are aware of these needs and 

changes in their domain. However, it is not known whether and, if so, to what extend their 

voice will be heard, to the effect of GENUINE qualification of non-state archival collections as 



a valuable part of the national archival resource and an important source of historical 

information for future generations of researchers.  

 


